"A VISIT TO GREAT BAY" MATCHING ACTIVITY

EELGRASS

HORSESHOE CRAB

ELVER (BABY EEL)

FLOUNDER

SHRIMP

CLAM

LOBSTER

MUD SNAIL

GREEN CRAB

MUSSEL

OYSTER

MUMMICHOG

ROCKWEED

NAME: __________________
Students could use a different color for every match to make them easier to see.

"A VISIT TO GREAT BAY"
MATCHING ACTIVITY

NAME: Answers

HORSESHOE CRAB

FLAUNDER

CLAM

MUD SNAIL

MUSSEL

OYSTER

ROCKWEED

MUFFICHOG

GREEN CRAB

LOBSTER

SHRIMP

ELVER (BABY EEL)

EELGRASS

RODENT

RODENT